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Calculus With Ytic Geometry Student
The students in BJ Jackson's calculus class said they'll never forget how their teacher taught them to succeed. In Gwinnett County, Jackson is leaving a lasting impact on students at Mill Creek High ...
Gwinnett math teacher uses humor to connect with students one problem at a time
Mr. Jackson spends 45 minutes a day getting his homework emails to his students just right. He also writes them thank you notes at the end of the school year.
Gwinnett math teacher connects with students one problem at a time
Critics say California's proposed math framework waters down content in pursuit of equity. Defenders say social awareness will accelerate learning.
Will your gifted child take calculus? Maybe not under California’s reimagined math plan
Still in draft form, the new math framework emphasizes a deep, inclusive approach to learning — possibly at the expense of allowing students to get to advanced work more quickly.
Here’s how California’s bold plan to change math instruction could help or hurt students
Under the current path, students who don't start algebra in 8th grade generally don't reach calculus by 12th grade. Calculus is considered the "gold standard" of higher level math, and something that ...
California's newly proposed math framework seeks equity as part of the equation
The first math course a student takes depends on his or her background. In most cases, it will be MATH 105 (Calculus I), 106 (Calculus II), 205 (Linear Algebra), or 206 (Multivariable Calculus). Here ...
Selecting Your First Math Course
A proposed mathematics framework would de-emphasize calculus and would end advanced math classes before 11th grade.
California math framework would discourage calculus, potentially hurt students' college admissions chances
New math war: Should schools push students to speed through algebra, calculus? Instructor Chris Eckert helps a student with a math problem at Garfield Elementary School in Oakland in March.
New math war: Should schools push students to speed through algebra, calculus?
The twins are graduating from Lanier High School as valedictorian and salutatorian. Fabien also made the all-state band this year — the first student from Lanier High School to accomplish the feat ...
These San Antonio twins moved through high school as one - to the top of their class
The department is worried that too many students are sorted into different math tracks based on their natural abilities, which leads some to take calculus by their senior year of high school while ...
In the Name of Equity, California Will Discourage Students Who Are Gifted at Math
This means that a high-achieving student who would be challenged in a calculus class in high school would be forced to move back to precalculus or algebra II. Math teacher Mike Malione ...
‘Inclusive’ Math Dumbs Down Curriculum, Fails Students Who Need Help Most
A slew of Advanced Placement classes found at other high schools were not offered at Tenoroc. Left out of the mix: Calculus, Computer Science Principles, Chemistry, English Literature, Macro Economics ...
'I just wanted more challenging courses.' Tenoroc High School senior leaves a legacy of more rigorous classes
A plan to reimagine math instruction for 6 million California students has become ensnared in equity and fairness issues — with critics saying proposed guidelines will hold back gifted students ...
Critics say California’s plan to overhaul math instructions will hold back gifted students
Willow Glen resident Barbara Snyder was the first woman to earn a master’s degree in engineering and math from San Jose State and went on to help non-native English speakers excel in math at ...
Trailblazing South Bay teacher helps ESL students break barriers in math
Many Canadian educators say they are behind on their teaching and worried about longer-term impacts on student learning from this unpredictable school year under the COVID-19 pandemic. Nearly 9,500 ...
With summer vacation looming, educators worry about lasting fallout of pandemic schooling
As if California schools were not facing enough political battles, now even math instruction has become part of the raging ideological debate. A proposal to change the math framework for the ...
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